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Populations vs Samples
• Most researchers are interested in what is true at the population level rather than at
their sample's level. Findings are typically only interesting if they generalize beyond the
participants in a sample. A variety of statistical tools help researchers make inferences
about the population based on their sample's data.
• Some researchers are interested in assessing whether the population effect might be a
value other than exactly zero.
• These researchers often use Null Hypothesis Significance Testing (NHST)
with p-values as a tool to help them with this assessment. Though as we see later this
has become a controversial tool.
• The next few slides illustrate conceptually the logic behind NHST in the context of a
correlation without getting into the detailed math (i.e., t-distributions, etc.). Our
example is one in which we are not sure if there is a positive or negative correlation
between our variables (i.e., a two-sided test based on a non-directional hypothesis).

Scenario
Consider a situation in which you are a
researcher interested in the correlation
between weight (lbs) and height
(inches) for a population of 100,000
people.

Population
N = 100,000
Sample
n = 10

Unfortunately, you only have a random
sample of 10 people from the
population to assess this relation.
The sample is a subset of the
population. Therefore, the sample
correlation ( ) will likely differ from
the population correlation (rho).

r = .680

rho = ?

NHST
NHST is a process that is typically used
to determine if it is reasonable to state
a population-level effect may not be
exactly zero. To do so, NHST uses an
index called the p-value.

Population
N = 100,000

NHST: Study r = 0.680

Population
N = 100,000

• We begin by assuming the population
correlation is exactly zero (i.e., rho = 0.000). We
refer to this assumption, that the population
correlation is exactly zero, as the null hypothesis.

Assume rho = 0

NHST: Study r = 0.680
• Next, imagine repeatedly taking samples (n =
10), from a population and obtaining a sample
correlation for each. These imaginary
correlations are illustrated here.
• Imaginary sample correlations whose value
are close to zero are common in the
distribution and are centered in the middle of
the normal distribution (e.g., shaded in blue in
the graph).
• Imaginary sample correlations whose values
aren't close to zero are less common and are
distributed toward the extreme ends of the
distribution (e.g., shaded in red in the graph).

Values of the Samples' Correlations

NHST: Study r = 0.680
• We use this set of imaginary correlations
to help us interpret the study correlation
(r = 0.680).
• We examine the percentage of imaginary
correlations that are as extreme, or more
extreme, in either direction, than the
study correlation
of r = 0.680.
• We see that 3% (1.5% + 1.5%) of the
imaginary correlations are as extreme, or
more extreme, than our study correlation.
• Therefore, p = .030 (two-tailed; with .150
or 1.5% on each tail side)
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NHST: Study r = 0.680
• p = .030 means that, assuming the null
hypothesis is true (i.e.,. rho = 0), there is a
3% probability of obtaining a study
correlation as extreme, or more extreme,
than our study’s sample correlation.
• Therefore, our study’s sample correlation
is unlikely when starting with the
assumption that the null hypothesis is
true.
• If the p-value is below our cutoff, which for
many studies is p < .050, we can reject our
starting assumption, meaning, we can
reject the null hypothesis.
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NHST: Study r = 0.680
• When we reject the null hypothesis,
we are concluding that the population
correlation may not be zero.
• We subsequently refer to our study's
correlation as “statistically
significant.”
• Of course, we may still be wrong. Our
study correlation is still possible if the
population correlation is zero; it is
just unlikely!
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American Statistical Association (ASA)
The use of p-values is associated with controversy. In 2019, the ASA issued some
strong guidance about the use of p-values. The list below is directly quoted:
• “Don’t base your conclusions solely on whether an association or effect was found to
be “statistically significant” (i.e., the p-value passed some arbitrary threshold such as p
< 0.050).
• Don’t believe that an association or effect exists just because it was statistically
significant.
• Don’t believe that an association or effect is absent just because it was not statistically
significant.
• Don’t believe that your p-value gives the probability that chance alone produced the
observed association or effect or the probability that your test hypothesis is true.
• Don’t conclude anything about scientific or practical importance based on statistical
significance (or lack thereof).” p. 1
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